This work consists of an epidemic model with vaccination coupled with an opinion dynamics. Our objective was to study how disease risk perception can influence opinions about vaccination and therefore the spreading of the disease. Differently from previous works we have considered continuous opinions. The epidemic spreading is governed by a SIS-like model with an extra vaccinated state. In our model individuals vaccinate with a probability proportional to their opinions. The opinions change due to peer influence in pairwise interactions. The epidemic feedback to the opinion dynamics acts as an external field increasing the vaccination probability. We performed Monte Carlo simulations in fully-connected populations. Interestingly we observed the emergence of a first-order phase transition, besides the usual activeabsorbing phase transition presented in the SIS model. Our simulations also show that with a certain combination of parameters, an increment in the initial fraction of the population that is pro-vaccine has a twofold effect: it can lead to smaller epidemic outbreaks in the short term, but it also contributes to the survival of the chain of infections in the long term. Our results also suggest that it is possible that more effective vaccines can decrease the long-term vaccine coverage. This is a counterintuitive outcome, but it is in line with empirical observations that vaccines can become a victim of their own success.
I. INTRODUCTION
Statistical physics is the branch of science that deals with macroscopic phenomena that emerge from the microscopic interactions of its constituent units. Its recognition is increasing in many different research fields such as social, epidemic and vaccination dynamics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
The interest of physicists in such systems range from theoretical questions [6] [7] [8] to practical concerns [9] [10] [11] .
In the line of collective phenomena a challenging issue is: what are the possible macroscopic scenarios arising from a coupled vaccination and opinion dynamics? This is an important topic because the success or failure of a vaccination campaign does not only depends on vaccine accessibility and efficacy and epidemiological variables, but it also depends on the public opinion about vaccination. For instance, in 2010 the French government requested vaccine for H1N1 for 90 million individuals, but about 6 million of the vaccines were effectively used by the population [12] . In [13] the authors highlight that "many high-income countries currently experience large outbreaks of vaccine-preventable diseases such as measles despite the availability of highly effective vaccines". Still in [13] the authors suggest that, as a consequence of the opinion dynamics concerning the vaccination, "the current estimates of vaccination coverage necessary to avoid outbreaks of vaccine-preventable diseases might be too low".
Much progress is being achieved about the impact of a dynamical vaccination behavior on disease spreading under a vaccination program, as extensively reviewed in [1, [14] [15] [16] .
But there is a lack of studies tackling opinions about vaccination as continuous variables.
In order to fill this gap, we study the possible emergent scenarios of an epidemic model with vaccination coupled with a social dynamics considering continuous opinions. We also study how disease risk perception can influence opinions about vaccination and therefore the spreading of the disease.
II. MODEL
We considered a fully-connected population with N individuals. Each agent i in this society carries an opinion o i , that is a real number in the range [−1, +1]. Positive (negative) values indicate that the position is favorable (unfavorable) to the vaccination campaign. Opinions tending to +1 and −1 indicate extremist individuals. Finally, opinions near 0 mean neutral or undecided agents [17] . We will consider an epidemic dynamics coupled with the opinion dynamics regarding the vaccination, with the agents being classified follows:
• Opinion states: Pro-vaccine (opinion o i > 0) or Anti-vaccine (opinion o i < 0) individuals;
• Epidemic compartments: Susceptible (S), Infected (I) or Vaccinated (V) individuals;
We define the initial density of positive opinions as D, that is a parameter of the model, and in this case the density of negative opinions at the beginning is 1 − D. Figure 1 shows an esquematic representation of the dynamics. Each Susceptible agent i takes the vaccine with probability γ i , that is different among the individuals (heterogeneous). This parameter can be viewed as the engagement of the individuals regarding the vaccination campaign, i.e., it measures the tendency of an agent to go to the hospital to take a dose of the vaccine [18] . In the case a given individual does not take the vaccine, he can become infected with probability λ if he make a contact with an Infected individual, as in the standard SIS model. In the same way, an Infected individual becomes Susceptible again with probability α. Considering the Vaccinated agents, we considered that the vaccine is not permanent, so a vaccinated agent becomes susceptible again with rate φ, the resusceptibility probability [19, 20] . Summarizing, the individuals can undergo the following transitions among the epidemic compartments: As previous behavioral change models [13, 18, [21] [22] [23] [24] , we have not employed a game theory approach, but rather we have considered a mixed belief-based model that also includes risk perception of becoming infected (prevalence-based information). This is a plausible hypothesis as was shown in [23] : "assumptions of economic rationality and payoff maximization are not mandatory for predicting commonly observed dynamics of vaccination coverage". As was also discussed in [25] , "if individuals are social followers, the resulting vaccination coverage would converge to a certain level, depending on individuals' initial level of vaccination willingness rather than the associated costs". As empirically observed the individuals are influenced by their social contacts in the process of opinion formation about a vaccination process [26, 27] . For those reasons it is important to take opinion dynamics into consideration when studying the spreading of vaccine-preventable diseases.
Discrete opinions can be a good first-order approximation which sheds light on the problem under investigation and enables analytical treatment sometimes, but employing continuous opinions is a more realistic approach: (i) an agent can become surer of his opinion after encountering another one that holds the same view about a subject (strengthening of opinions); (ii) opinions undergo more gradual changes (iii) it is possible to observe both moderate and extremist opinions in the population. The opinions can also change due to peer pressure.
We assume, based on kinetic models of collective opinion formation [28] , that the opinion dynamics is governed by the equation
which considers that the opinion o i (t) of each agent i at an instant t depends on: (i) his previous opinion o i (t − 1); (ii) a peer pressure exerted by a randomly selected agent j, mod-ulated by a stochastic variable uniformly distributed in the interval [0, 1], that introduces heterogeneity in the pairwise interactions; (iii) the proportion of infected agents I(t − 1) modulated by an individuals' risk perception parameter w. The opinions are restricted to the range [−1, 1], therefore whenever equation (1) yields o i > 1(o i < 1) it will actually lead the opinion to the extreme o i = 1(o i = −1). The term wI(t − 1) can represent a publicly available information released by the mass media (television, radio, newspapers, . . . ) about the fraction of the population that is infected. It acts as an external field on the opinions, decreasing the vaccine hesitation. Finally, the parameter w takes into account that the risk self-assessment is shaped by several factors, such as personal beliefs, personal experiences and credibility of available information [29] . The last can be indicated by polls.
We assume that the vaccination probability γ i of an agent i is proportional to his opinion about vaccination o i , as follows:
The above equation ensures that 0 ≤ γ i ≤ 1 since −1 ≤ o i ≤ 1 and also introduces a high level of heterogeneity in the personal vaccination hesitation 1 − γ i that depends on the corresponding agents' point of view about vaccines.
In the above description of our coupled model we are considering a mixture of prevalencebased and belief-based model (using the classification proposed in the review [16] ). We stress that our goal is not to model a specific disease spreading, but rather to investigate the possible emerging scenarios of a coupled vaccination-opinion dynamics. Note that we assume a mean-field approach (topologically equivalent to a fully-connected network). This means that each agent can interact with any other agent in the population, but only by means of pairwise interactions. Although this is only an approximation, such formulation is not uncommon. It has been discussed that one can capture most of the dynamics of an epidemic, on real social networks, using only mean-field calculations [30] .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Our Monte Carlo simulations are conceived in the framework of an agent-based system.
For this purpose, we have considered populations with N = 10 4 agents. For sake of simplicity, and without loss of generality, we fixed the recovery probability α = 0.1 in all simulations.
In order to control the initial condition we used the parameter D. This parameter is the initial fraction of pro-vaccine agents, that is o i (t = 0) > 0 (for details see Appendix A). The cases in which D > 0.5 lead to a consensus in o i = 1 ∀i. This implies that every agent will certainly vaccinate, which in turn stops the epidemic spreading. For this reason we are more interested in scenarios in which the initial majority is against vaccination, i.e. D < 0.5. As a measure of time we define a Monte Carlo step (mcs) as a visit to each one of the N agents.
Lets start by looking at the time series, Fig. 2 , of the densities of Infected I and Vaccinated V individuals, as well as the average opinion m, defined as m = N i=1 o i /N . As D = 0.2 the initial majority holds a negative view about vaccination. Then in the absence of an external field the social pressure pushes the system towards a consensus in o i = −1 ∀i. This is exactly what occurs for the infection probability λ = 0.1: the external field wI is turned off when the disease spreading vanishes (let us call it Disease-Free phase I or simply DF I), then all agents end up sharing the same opinion o i = − ∀i. This makes the vaccine coverage vanish after an initial increase. For moderately epidemic transmissibility, such as λ = 0.6, there is an initial outbreak and a permanent disease spreading in the population (Endemic phase). The consensus o i = −1 ∀i is attained, but it is not an absorbing state anymore. This happens because of the external field does not vanish (wI(t) = 0). The agents maintain an intention to vaccinate due to permanent risk perception, and therefore the vaccine coverage does not vanish. In the case of highly contagious diseases, such as λ = 0.8, there is an initial large-scale outbreak. This leads to a strong epidemic pressure that quickly overcomes the social pressure of the initial majority. Therefore, there is a shift in the public opinion causing a further increase in the vaccine coverage. This increase stops the chain of epidemic contagion (henceforth called Disease-Free phase II or just DF II).
The temporal evolutions with λ = 0.7 exhibit two distinct stable steady states (bistable solutions). These distinct states can also be seen in Fig. 3 . We will see that these bistabilities are associated with discontinuous phase transitions in the stationary density of infected agents I ∞ . Interestingly, the temporal evolutions shown in Fig. 2 also anticipate that a tuning in λ induces two phase transitions: (i) Disease-Free I → Endemic; (ii) Endemic → Disease-Free II.
Let us now turn our attention to Fig. 3 . Note that I ∞ depends on the initial condition (parameter D) of the opinion dynamics. This finding is in agreement with previous studies that have used discrete opinion models [18, 25, 31] . Very interestingly, Fig. 3 shows that an increment in the initial density of pro-vaccine agents, from D = 0% to D = 45%, has a twofold effect: it can lead to a smaller epidemic outbreak in the short term (positive effect).
But, on the other hand it can also favor the long-term prevalence of the disease (negative effect). There are also efficient interventions that yield only positive effects. One of such interventions is to increase D from D = 0% to D = 49%.
The emergence of outcomes that are positive and negative is a consequence of the interplay between the disease spreading and the changeable human behavior. Indeed, this kind of "double-edged sword" effect has been considered a universal feature of coupled behaviordisease models, and has been reported in many distinct contexts as reviewed in [1] .
From a policy-oriented perspective, interventions designed to improve the initial public opinion about vaccination (increase D) should be implemented very cautiously since such interventions can achieve short-term goals (such as prevention of a large-scale epidemic outbreak), but it can hamper long-term targets (for instance disease eradication). This result is in line with the conclusion in [14] that "any disease-control policy should be exercised with extreme care: its success depends on the complex interplay among the intrinsic mathematical rules of epidemic spreading, governmental policies, and behavioral responses of individuals".
Moreover, there are other interventions such as social distancing that can produce negative consequences [32] . There are also control strategies that are only efficient under infeasible scenarios, such as self-isolation as exemplified in [33] . Let us mention that due to the feedback between epidemics and human behaviors even the application of multiple control strategies can yield unexpected outcomes for the society [34] . Fig. 4 disentangles the role played by the vaccine efficiency (φ). During the first stage of the epidemic spreading there is an increment in the vaccine coverage, due to the initial vaccine intention. The scenarios with φ = 0.01 present a more pronounced peak in V (t) than the corresponding scenario with φ = 0.1. Higher levels of vaccine coverage induce a stronger slowdown of the epidemic spreading. This in turn weakens the external field (wI), and hence reduces the overall vaccination intention. Therefore, more effective vaccines (smaller φ) can decrease the long-term vaccine coverage. This seems counterintuitive at first, but it is in agreement with empirical observations. As observed in [35, 36] , effective vaccines can become a victim of their own success.
In Fig. 5 we can see permanent alternations between high and low levels of vaccine coverage. These alternations arise from the competition between the social and epidemic pressures. This extends previous results for discrete opinion coupling that display oscillations such as [23] to continuous opinions. But, the cyclic dynamics presented here does not require a coexistence between positive and negative opinions as was the case in [23] . Fig. 6 shows that the increment in the risk perception causes the appearance of a new first-order phase transition in I ∞ . For w = 0.3 we can see that the usual continuous activeabsorbing phase transition for I ∞ is still present. This continuous phase transition arises purely due to epidemic reasons: imbalances between the disease spreading, immunization, resusceptibility and recovery. Very interestingly, for w = 0.7 there is a second active-absorbing phase transition, but it is discontinuous. A more detailed analysis of this discontinuity, seen in Fig. 7 , reveals the presence of the aforementioned bistability region. The insets show that the order-parameter probability distribution P (I ∞ ) displays a bimodal histogram. Such a coexistence between phases (active and absorbing in our case) is a signature of first-order phase transitions [37, 38] . Curiously, tuning w or D, as seen in Fig. 7 , can also lead to sudden transitions.
The emergence of these new abrupt phase transitions is our main result. Abrupt phase transitions are not an odd outcome for social and biological contagion models [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] , but our work introduces a new mechanism that can lead to a first-order phase transition. Notice that we are using a SISV model that exhibits only a continuous phase transition. So, the discontinuity in I ∞ in our coupled model is a consequence of the conflict between the social and epidemic pressures. Even though we could have used a vaccination dynamics that already undergoes a sudden transition [52] , this could hide the role played by the competition between peer pressure and risk perception.
In order to understand the underlying cause of the discontinuity in I ∞ let us move back
. In the absence of the external field (wI) this equation always takes the opinions to one of the allowed extremes o i = ±1 in the stationary state, because of the bound imposed in the opinions. This bound to the opinions gives raise to somewhat weighted interactions. As an example consider the case in which o i = −0.9 ∀i and wI = 0.3. The opinion of any agent in the subsequent time step is given by o i = −0.9 − 0.9 + 0.3. As ∈ [0, 1] the maximum possible decrement in the i-th opinion is of 0.1 for ≥ 4/9, and the maximum increment is of 0.3 when = 0. This shows that the maximum increment is bigger than the maximum decrement. Therefore, even though the increment is less probable than the decrement it has a noticeable contribution. If the external field wI is strong enough, as in Fig. 6 for w = 0.7, then the contribution of such increments lead the agents' opinions to values slightly higher than 0. This increment is already enough to start a shift in the overall opinion to o i = 1 ∀i. This in turn leads to γ i = 1 ∀i, and that instantly provokes the cessation of epidemic spreading since the effective
A question immediately arises: how robust are these results? To address this we have performed extensive simulations of the model, as shown in Fig. 8, 9 and 10. These graphs show that our results hold for a large set of parameter values. Notice that the onset of the endemic phase does not depend on neither w or D. This was expected, since before the onset there is no stationary disease transmission that could spread fear in the population.
This leads us to conclude that the coupling between social and epidemic processes does not intervene in the transition DF I → E. Observe also that there are combinations of parameter values that suppress the transition E → DF II.
DF I E DF II
We verified through extensive numerical simulations that, in addition to the usual continuous phase transition of SIS-like models, our system can undergo discontinuous transitions among active (endemic) and absorbing (disease free) steady states. The emergence of these new abrupt phase transitions is our main result. From a theoretical viewpoint our contribution is in the introduction of a new mechanism that generates a first-order phase transition in nonequilibrium systems, namely a competition between social pressure regarding vaccination and epidemic evolution. From the practical point of view, our results suggest that an increment in the initial fraction of pro-vaccine individuals has a twofold effect: it can lead to smaller epidemic outbreaks in the short term, but it also contributes to the survival of the chain of infections in the long term. This is a counterintuitive outcome, but it is in line with empirical observations that vaccines can become a victim of their own success.
There are some open questions that we intend to address in the near future. First, it would be interesting to extend the equation o i (t + 1) = o i (t) + o j (t) + wI(t) to a networked population in order to study how the abrupt phase transitions observed here change if the perception of the risk of being infected depends on the fraction of infected neighbors (local information) [43] . Second, in this work all agents have the same degree of conviction, then another highly promising avenue of research is to consider a heterogeneous power of conviction for the agents. Indeed, as discussed in [12] , agents on the refusal side (antivaccine) are more convicted of their opinions than pro-vaccine agents. This line of research will allow us to evaluate the impact of recommendations for vaccination from agents with naturally high social status such as health care providers which is an important factor for vaccination adherence [53] . This is an issue that has not yet been addressed in the literature of coupled vaccination-opinion dynamics [15] . In order to understand the mechanisms of the model it is useful to analyse its individual parts. In this case, we consider in this appendix the opinion model separated from the epidemic model. Thus, we get a simple opinion model with an external field. Albeit, this simple model does not account for the whole results it sheds some light in the mechanism behind the unusual discontinuous phase transition.
With this in mind the simple opinion model is governed by the following equation
where Φ is the external field. For the purpose of our model the external field belongs to the interval Φ ∈ [0, 1]. From Fig. 11 we can see that the mean opinion m ∞ = N i=1 o i /N suffers an abrupt change for external fields Φ ≈ [0.212, 0.215]. This abrupt change in the opinions is the underlying cause for the abrupt phase transitions that appeared in the coupled model presented in this paper. 
